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When you consider this title, the “Diversity Recruiting

Maturity Model,” Two questions immediately come to

mind:

 

What is a maturity model?

Why diversity recruiting?

 

Diversity recruiting isn't new. For the most part, we

can agree that diversity recruiting is important. But,

diversity recruiting efforts are falling short. We want

to know why is it falling short, and what organizations

can do to make it work. 

 

That is what prompted the creation of a task force;

to gather experts who could develop a maturity

model that would lead to getting to the answer to

these questions and allowing organizations the

ability to assess current conditions and have a

framework to bases future diversity recruiting efforts.

 

What is a Maturity Model?

 

A maturity model is a set of structured levels that

depict the organizational behaviors, practices, and

processes that reliably and sustainably produce

required outcomes (Hammond, Bailey, Boucher,

Spohr, & Whitekar, 2010).

 

Since this initial introduction, many professionals

have realized that this maturity model process could

be applied to practically any kind of business or

organizational issue or process. 
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To continue to grow and thrive in the marketplace, nonprofit or governmental sectors; successful

organizations need to understand the dynamics of population growth and shifts.  

Most analysts are predicting that by 2040, the non-white population in the United States will

surpass the white populations.  These demographic shifts will have profound ramifications on both

the future talent pool as well as the customers and clients all of our enterprises are serving.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In addition, it is important to realize that unlike 50 years ago, fully half of all new talent coming into

the workplace are women. As the talent pool continues to evolve within the United States, the

internet-connected global economy allows any company from small to very large to secure talent,

customers, and suppliers anywhere around the world, making the diversity and inclusion discussion

even more complex. Leading organizations now understand that a focus on diversity and inclusion

must be a key strategic imperative to survive in today’s economy.   

 

This focus must include a commitment from the senior leadership, a robust plan with metrics and

measurements, and resources and responsibility assigned.

Why a Maturity Model for Diversity Recruiting?
Stan Kimer



The typical diversity and inclusion strategy includes

the following areas:

Recruiting and onboarding

Employee engagement and productivity

Talent growth and management

Diversity of ideas, creative thinking

Sales, marketing, customer service

The impression of your company within diverse

communities

 

If you look at these diversity and inclusion strategy

components, where does it all start?

 

Potential customers like to look within a company they

are going to conduct business with and see people

like themselves; how will they be able to see diverse

people if you are not recruiting them?  And to best

represent your organization within diverse

communities, you need to recruit members of those

communities into your organization.  

 

All roads start with recruiting!

 

Diversity recruiting, therefore, must be a cornerstone

of any corporate diversity and inclusion strategy, and

in today’s business environment, a diversity and

inclusion strategy must be a key component of the

overall corporate strategy.

 

We hope that this Diversity Recruiting Maturity Model

will help you see where your organization currently is

in the diversity recruiting journey and then provide you

some guidance and tools to assist you in

implementing a successful, impact diversity recruiting

strategy.

Diversity Clearly Defined - Joe Gerstandt



What’s the state of
strategic diversity

measurement in 2019?

 

Most organizations recognize the work cut

out for them. Respondents feel their 

 organizations have a lot of work to do

regarding assessing and measuring the

impact of their D&I programs. Half of all

organizations (52%) say they’ve made

progress but have more to do (Figure 1).

 

One reason organizations feel this way

could be that diversity and inclusion work

is never truly finished — there isn’t an end

to D&I practices. 

 

“Practicing diversity” is an ongoing

process that doesn’t stop at worker parity.

In 2010, Third Sector New England (TSNE)

published a step-by-step guide to

establishing diversity best practices. In its

guide, TSNE noted that D&I work is not

always linear, and efforts must be

continuous to succeed.

"THERE IS NO BEGINNING AND

END ON A CHECKLIST.

ACHIEVING DIVERSITY AND

INCLUSIVENESS IN YOUR

WORKPLACE IS INSTEAD A

PROCESS FOR CREATING

CHANGE THROUGH EDUCATION,

COLLABORATION AND

VIGILANCE."  

Third Sector New England



Where we are

TODAY

Diversity Recruiting Maturity Model

There are fewer Fortune 500 CEOs

who are women (4.1%) than who are

named David (4.5%) or John (5.3%) 

 

Two single male names

outnumber an entire gender. 

(NY Times 2015)

Resumes submitted by people with

African-American sounding names are

14% less likely to get a call back than

those with white-sounding names.

(Research study by University of

Wisconsin 2004)
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being non-

heterosexual or
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Business Case for Diversity

Recruiting Developed

 

Support from Executive Team for

Business Case

 

Program Success Defined

(e.g.,metrics) 

 

Process Established to Review Job

Postings and Branding to Block

Bias

 

Extension of Bias Review Process

to Assess and Minimize Impact of

Candidate Ranking, Interview,

Assessment, and Hiring Decisions

 

Assessment of Current Diversity

Baseline and Gaps Performed

I N I T I A T E
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What does diversity mean, specifically and exactly? 
 
This is a profoundly important question, and this is where the
work begins.  Many organizations invest time, energy, financial
and other resources in the name of diversity and inclusion without
realizing significant results. It seems likely that this is at least
partially due to an antiquated and flawed paradigm regarding
diversity and inclusion. Diversity is almost never clearly defined.
Much of what is done in the name of diversity is rooted in the
compliance and assimilation work that preceded it, and there is
much value in clearly delineating from that work today. At the
same time, there simply is not much actually done in the name of
inclusion today. It is an incredibly popular word, but you will be
hard-pressed to find an organization that can explain what it
means clearly and concisely.
 
A good many organizations charge forward and start doing things
without considering the existing paradigm. If an effort is to be
measurable, and sustainable the underlying language and logic
are of great importance.When it comes to diversity and inclusion
efforts, language must be the first intervention, clear and concise
definitions are the first evidence of true commitment.
 
Consider the following language and logic…
 
Diversity means difference.Difference is relational in nature, it
exists between people not in people. Which is different from how
we tend to use the word today. It is not uncommon to hear the
phrase “we have a diverse candidate coming in to interview
today.” We all probably have some idea what is being
communicated when we hear that phrase, but it seems to be at
odds with the actual meaning of the word. It is also problematic. 
 
If we were to look at a picture of President George Bush and
Secretary Condoleezza Rice side by side, our traditional way of
using the word diversity would lead us to say that it is Secretary
Rice who is the “diverse” one in the photo. Difference does not
exist in people (at least not in a meaningful way), it exists
between people…you have to be different from
someone/something. 
 
President Bush and Secretary Rice are different at least in a
couple of obvious ways, but that does not exist in or belongs to
either of them it is a product of their relationship.

DIVERSITY RECRUITING MATURITY MODEL
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If we swapped President Bush out and replaced his photo with one of
Oprah Winfrey, is Secretary Rice still “diverse?” Logically it does not
hold to use diversity or difference as an individual attribute. There are
also likely real consequences to labeling some folks as diverse or
different, as we are at the same time labeling everyone else as
normal. 
 
Diversity means difference, and the difference is relational. Anytime
two or more human beings are gathered or interacting in some way a
certain amount of diversity is present.Difference has consequences.
Some will tell you that diversity always makes things better, and some
will tell you that diversity always makes things worse…the underlying
truth of what diversity does is it makes things different. As a social
group gets more diverse, things are going to get better or they are
going to get worse. 
 
Difference is a social catalyst. Difference makes a social group more
complex, and whether or not that drives higher or lower performance
depends on the nature of the social group. 
 
One of the specific ways in which diversity makes a group more
complex is by bringing with it greater potential for
disagreement/tension/conflict. 
 
Disagreement done well is likely the highest level skill set for a team
that works together and is at the heart of robust social processes such
as decision-making and problem-solving, but a great many teams do
not know how to disagree well and are not able to realize the
contribution that diversity can make. It would seem most organizations
are today trying to increase diversity in organizations and teams that
do not truly value diversity but see it as a challenge, an obstacle,
something to be overcome or tolerated.
 
Diversity means difference, and difference has consequences. If we
are to maximize the positive consequences and minimize the negative
consequences, then we have to do stuff – we might call this stuff the
practice of inclusion.
 
Inclusion is an active process of change (the things we do to be
inclusive), and an experiential outcome (what it means to be fully
included).Knowing that diversity means difference, that it is relational,
and has real consequences, we also know that a real commitment to
inclusion is mandatory. 
 
Our teams and organizations have diversity today, they will have more
diversity tomorrow…do we want that to drive positive outcomes or
negative outcomes?



Proactive Steps Taken to Attract

Diverse Candidates (e.g., where you

post jobs, how sourcing for jobs,

etc.)

 

Implement Technology to make it

Easier for Diverse Candidates to

Find, Assess, and Apply for Jobs

 

HR Employee Policies and

Accommodations Optimized for

Diverse Candidates

 

Diversity, Inclusion and Equity

Recruiting Team and/or Team Lead

Hired for the Program

 

Availability of Market Data for

Diversity Candidate Pool for Open

Positions

 

Bias Blocking Training for all Hiring

Managers and the Interview Team.

 

Tracking of Diversity Program

Progress (i.e., reduction in gaps)

Standardized Candidate Ranking,

Assessment, and Hiring Decision

Process

I M P L E M E N T
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Implement Candidate Pool Nurturing

Programs to Increase Diverse

Candidate Applications to Jobs

 

Utilize Proactive Data to Measure

Impact of Potential Hires

 

Diversity, Inclusion and Equity Team

Engages with Candidates in the

Interview Process

 

 Program Success is Clearly Tracked

and Communicated Back to

Leadership Team

 

Reporting of Company Financial

Performance

 

Impact of Diversity, Inclusion and

Equity Program

 

Iterate and Evolve Process for

Continuous  Improvement

DIVERSITY RECRUITING MATURITY MODEL 
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Many organizations are creating more balanced teams that represent our diverse

world. We know from research that diverse teams make better business decisions.

And as a leader, you are doing all you can to increase representation across your

team. Fast forward a bit and you’ve done it! You now have a balanced team.

Congratulations! This is the first step though. Now it’s about creating inclusive

teams. Come Together When you finally get to a place where you have a diverse

team you might think the work is done. Actually, this is where the fun work begins.

You have many team members with different ideas and perspectives and ways of

working and, and, and . . . It can get overwhelming. To get the best results from

your team, you need to be able to harness the power of their differences. Hard to

consider when you can’t get through a team meeting without a disagreement,

right?  

 

Read on for 8 tips on how to create more inclusive teams: 

1. Think back to that training you had when you first became a leader. You know,

the one about the four stages of building a team. Forming, storming, norming, and

performing. Review the lesson to remind yourself what will you need to do for

everyone to come together and deliver as a team. 

 

2. Remember that it’s okay to be uncomfortable. It’s okay for everyone to have

different perspectives and even to disagree. That’s kinda the whole point. We are

so conditioned to want everyone to like each other (and us) and get along. Having

people in conflict seems wrong. But as long as you are coaching your team, you

can get to a great solution. 

Inclusive Teams  - Katee Van Horn 



3. Create a team charter. During your first meeting as a team, set

some guidelines for how you will work together. If you are in

different locations think about video conferencing. Take time zones

into consideration as well. This team charter should include simple

etiquette. Include a rule about  (not interrupting each other) and

team communication (ie: Slack, email, Yammer). Build the charter

together with the team to gain buy-in. 

 

4. You can’t always have your way. Each team member will think

their idea is the best idea. Make sure everyone feels heard, even if

their idea isn’t selected. Agree in your charter that you will decide

together which idea or ideas will work. This could mean one idea to

start. It also might mean that you blend different ideas together.

Whatever solution you decide on, make sure everyone is in

agreement and committed to the idea. 

 

5. Don’t allow for interruptions. This should be a part of the team

charter, as I already mentioned. Everyone should have a chance to

share their ideas and thoughts. You want each team member to

feel like they are being heard. They may not agree with the other

person’s idea but need to be respectful and listen. 

 

6. Feedback, feedback, feedback. Giving feedback is key to driving

trust and accountability among team members. We need to be

vulnerable enough to open ourselves up to feedback on our

performance. It will help us get better. If a team gives and receives

feedback with positive intent, everyone can improve. 

 

7. No brilliant jerks allowed. You may have certain folks on your

team who are used to being the smartest one in the room. Not

anymore. With the newly formed team, try to start on equal footing

so no one dominates the conversation.  Make sure that everyone

understands that they each get an equal vote. And be clear that

you are the tie-breaking vote. 

 

8. As a leader, one of our greatest strengths is hiring smart people

and letting them come up with solutions. The solutions may have

never crossed your mind. Don’t expect that your ideas will always be

the best idea. You are asking your team members to be open to

other’s ideas, so practice what you preach. The tensions of a

diverse team can lead to amazing outcomes if managed. 

 

As a leader, you need to be able to harness the power of each

individual for the good of the larger team. I wish you luck on

building inclusive teams!

Inclusive Teams
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Promote Diversity, Inclusion and

Equity Both Inside and Outside of

the Company

 

Share Best Practices Among all

Divisions and Internal Departments 

 

 Publish Diversity, Inclusion and

Equity Results

 

Develop and Increase Diverse

Candidate Talent Pool Through

Outreach, Early STEM and Other

Initiatives

I N S P I R E
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Ten Things to Consider:



Diversity Recruiting Maturity Model
 
Scorecard
Case Studies
Awareness
Education
 
 



Diversity Recruiting Maturity Model Scorecard
Where are you your journey?
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Resources for Recruiting Women and

LGBTQIA+ Candidates by Rachel Murray





People with Disabilities: An Underutilized and Growing Talent Pool
By Kris Foss, Managing Director of Disability Solutions at Ability Beyond



People with Disabilities: An Underutilized and Growing Talent Pool

By Kris Foss, Managing Director of Disability Solutions at Ability Beyond
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DRMM TASK FORCE
Katee is a former VP of Engagement & Inclusion for a Fortune

500 company. She focuses on diversity & inclusion strategies

that help organizations leverage the diversity and innovation of

their people. She knows IDB isn’t just a “check the box” activity

and delivers real results.

Joe Gerstandt is a speaker, author, and advisor bringing

greater clarity, action, and impact to organizational diversity

and inclusion efforts.Joe has worked with Fortune 100

corporations, small non-profits, government entities, and

everything in between. He speaks at numerous conferences

and summits and is a featured contributor for the Workforce

Diversity Network Expert Forum.

Jackye Clayton started research and development of Diversity

and inclusion in 2008 as a writer for Sourcecon. Later she took

her message and began in person speaking engagements and

training workshops for both corporate and non-profit

organizations. She now serves as the Director of Customer

Success for HiringSolved, the leader in AI-based talent

acquisition software.

Stan C. Kimer, founder and president of Total Engagement

Consulting, is recognized as an internal/external consultant

with unique skills in employee development/career mapping

and workplace diversity (all areas but a specialization in LGBT –

 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender. Stan formed his own

consultancy around these areas in 2010 following a 31-year

successful diverse, multi-functional career at IBM.

In her role as Senior Consultant, Julie leads the implementation

of programs and solutions with Disability Solutions’ clients. She

supports the build and deployment of strategic solutions by

first assessing current outreach, hiring, and retention systems,

policies, and processes, which impact a company’s ability to

successfully engage and retain qualified job seekers with

disabilities.


